The Culprit Is in the Cave: The Core Sites Explain the Binding Profiles of Amyloid-Specific Tracers.
The design of molecular probes and tracer molecules with specificity toward amyloid beta (Aβ) fibrils is of paramount importance for the selective diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease. This requires a detailed understanding of the binding sites in amyloid targets, their number, and their binding mechanism for various tracer molecules. We adopt an integrated approach including molecular docking, molecular dynamics, and generalized Born-based free energy calculations to investigate site-specific interactions of different amyloid binding molecules. Our study reproduces the experimental results on the relative binding affinity of the tracers and amyloid binders and explains the feature of "multiple binding sites" in amyloid targets as probed by competition binding experiments. A major outcome of this study is that it is the core sites of the Aβ fibrils that are responsible for the experimentally reported binding profiles of tracers in amyloid targets rather than the surface sites that received much focus in earlier investigations.